Jaquie Scammell

is passionate about people and relationships. This

is the heart of everything she teaches, and it’s everything that superior customer service relies on.
She has spent most of her career living at the intersection of employee and customer, observing how the
two relate; whether working on the shopfront floor of McDonald’s when she was 16, to now as a soughtafter speaker, facilitator and coach working with some of the largest global workforces in retail, banking
and hospitality, as well as major airports, stadiums and events – from Wembley Stadium in the UK to the
Australian Open Grand Slam in Melbourne.
Jaquie has managed and advised small workforces and large
– the latter including those with over 9,500 staff, interacting with millions of fans on a daily basis. But no
matter the size of the business, or how many customers they converse with, her observations and her message
remain the same: you must create more meaningful relationships to increase your customer connection.
As you are about to read in this book, Jaquie’s approach to transform your customer service culture, to
decrease com- plaints and increase compliments, is much simpler and more human than better processes and
procedures.
The mistake many organisations make is approaching customer service like it’s an automated process, like
we’re robots in a factory machine. While, sure, organisations must have steps of service and systems in place,
the real way you increase loyalty is through your frontline service leaders, the people who impact your
customer service staff, who impact your customers every day.
When she’s not researching these types of relationships, Jaquie practises mindfulness, yoga and other things
that help her be a good human in any way she serves in life.

jaquiescammell.com
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The less we see employees
and customers as separate, the
more our service will inspire.
The less we see ourselves as
separate from others, the more
we will want to serve.
- Jaquie Scammell

Service is Simple

Yet we have made it overly complicated. We have created complex
systems and internal processes that, while designed to help our teams,
often stop us from delivering the service we know our customers crave.
Like many other leaders and companies, you have probably tried – and
failed – many times to operationalise your customer service culture.
The reason? You have forgotten that human beings are unpredictable
creatures and customer service is anything but routine and automatic
Customer service is a privilege and those employees who interact with
your customers on a day-to-day basis have the power to positively
impact someone’s life, not to mention your brand. Yet a lot of the time,
especially in Australia, those interactions are negative.
Mediocre customer service is at an all-time high in Australia. Over onethird of customers surveyed in CPM Australia and the ACRS Omnibus
Tracker’s The State of Customer Service in Australia Report (see the
resources at the back of this book for details) stopped shopping at a
company in the year spanning July 2016 to June 2017 due to a poor
customer service experience, and this number looks set to increase.
When it comes to winning the hearts and minds of your customers, it’s
the behaviours of your frontline employees that influence your whole
organisation’s performance and results.
How customers feel when they interact with your employees and frontline
staff determines how they feel about your company itself. This is what
determines whether they will be a one-click wonder or a customer for life.

What is a Customer
Service Mindset?

So the best, simplest and easiest way of developing a successful
service culture is to work on your service mindset. This is a continuum
of behaviours that you, as a leader, adopt. Your behaviours impact
your employees’ performance, which in turn impacts your customer
interactions and loyalty, creating a virtuous circle that enhances your
whole organisation.
In-depth consideration of how your employees experience your
organisation in the workplace, and how they feel about this, is the shift in
mindset required to enhance customer experience.
As Diane Gherson, IBM’s Chief Human Resources Officer, puts it:

We’ve found that employee engagement explains two- thirds of our client
experience scores. And if we’re able to increase client satisfaction by five
points on an account, we see an extra 20% revenue, on average.

What will a Customer Service
Mindset do for your business?

The organisations that are creating a customer service mindset in their workplace cultures are doing one thing
better than their competitors; delivering the ‘’unexpected’ through an emotional connection. The emotional
connection is what creates a cumulative advantage for your business. As seen in table below.
CUMULATIVE ADVANTAGE
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A cumulative customer advantage can only be realised when a service mindset has been cultivated. You must
commit to looking at yourself and your people first.
You need to have a cumulative advantage if you have:
• large workforces spread out across multiple locations
• systems and processes in place that need quality consistency across multiple touchpoints
• employees who deliver experiences to customers each day.
When your business has achieved a cumulative customer advantage then you have:
• leaders who are skilled to positively influence the workforce on a daily basis
• customers who feel connected to a brand, which creates a lifetime value
• revenue and profit margins increasing at a sustainable rate

The sole
meaning of
life is to serve
humanity.
- Leo Tolstoy

Aspire to have a
Cumulative Advantage
by delivering better than
expected in customer service.

A sequence and methodology tailored to your needs
The value Jaquie brings in helping you achieve this is:
• Expertise in development of a tailored service program that is simple and effective
• Support to kick start the initial roll out of the service program and ongoing support once momentum is
realised to keep the spark ignited in the business
• Mentor a proven distribution process of the message that is scalable across the whole business
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Creating a customer service mindset
is more about a sequence and
methodology to get the stickiest,
lasting results in your people.
And its starts with the leaders first.

1: Engage Leaders

Get their buy in and encourage them to take ownership of their part
in leading the cultural change by championing the message and
methodology as well as leading by example.
This phase includes:
1.

Discovery workshop with all senior leaders and other employees in
the business to unpack current company values and beliefs around
service internally/externally (potential listening tour prior to this to
hear from frontline if more practical)

2.

Reverse brief the outcomes from discovery workshop and revise
current version of;

Purpose Statement, Service Values and Service Behaviours
Identify and appoint internal service champions from all levels of business

2: Take Measurements

Before we start a journey of transforming your service culture we need to
understand where we are starting from. What gets measured is what gets
managed therefore the intent of taking measurements at this early stage
of our engagement is to understand what your focus areas are when
determining the performance of your people and your customer service.

This phase includes:
1.

Review people metrics currently in place such as retention, promotion
rates and years of service

2.

Review employee engagement survey results/ pulse survey results
and any other employee survey data

3.

Review sales metrics currently in place including number of
transactions/ spends per transactions

4.

Review any customer service metrics such as CSAT/NPS and any
other metrics

5.

Create a measurement framework that shows all agreed key metrics
on the one page/dashboard that tells a well-rounded narrative of
your beginning point (Employees and Customers)

6.

Decide where we want to move the dial on the metrics agreed (both
for EX and CX)

3: Define Message

There is a level of creativity, thought leadership and testing of a message
that is needed so it can translate across various generations and a diverse
workforce. The service messages need to be written in a way that all
people in the business know what the desired values and behaviours look
like when in action.
The words need to be supported by symbols/icons that are easily
recognised in all touchpoints of the employee experience journey.
This phase includes:
1.

Finalise the service message (Purpose Statement, Service Values and
Service Behaviours)

2.

Design the service message to be on brand with company identity,
use of icons, logo, symbols and or imagery for all collaterals (If you
have an inhouse marketing & Design team Jaquie can brief them,
alternatively design can come from Jaquie’s design team)

3.

Socialise the final message with all involved in the initial discovery
workshops

4: Set in Motion

The initial launch and communication of the Service program is a critical
component to this journey.
The best outcome when kick starting the program is that people
understand from the outset that this is not a fad or a project but rather
an ongoing practice that is expected to live on in your company’s DNA
every day.
This phase of the journey is where face to face engagement and
communication is most effective and where the leaders need to be seen.
This phase includes:
1.

Service Mindset Workshops (6 x 90 minute sessions spread out over
several months) ** Note for optimal learning these workshops must
be capped at no more than 15 people per workshop). Number of
frontline leaders will determine number of workshops.

2.

A series of webcasts for the initial 6 month period that Jaquie hosts
for all frontline leaders in the business to dial in and have a refresher
of content to support the initial kick off period

3.

Create an implementation plan with leaders and other key
stakeholders, that follows the employee experience journey, so all
touch points are mapped and accounted for

4.

Provide all supporting skill pills (training toolkit content) for Service
Champions and Frontline leaders to use on the floor and train
frontline staff

5: Punctuate Moments

Now the text is written it is time to punctuate certain moments of the text.
This is where the desired service culture begins to be embedded into the
culture and it starts to become obvious that this new service practice is
here to stay. Jaquie will support and mentor the distribution of the service
messages to help drive consistency and the desired behaviours of service.
This phase includes:
1.

Mentor the structure, priorities and actions taken for greatest cut
through and slice through all touchpoints; culture, behaviour,
capabilities, processes, policies, data, resourcing and systems.

2.

Mentor with internal communications/ marketing team storytelling
through existing communication channels of good service
interactions, celebrations of staff living the service values, customers
compliments

3.

Mentor with Human Resources team and Service champions a
reward and recognition program based on service performance.

6: Take Measurements Again

It’s time to measure again so to understand the behavioural
change achieved and the success of the initial phase.
Review performance of people and service alongside the
indicators decided at the beginning of the journey.
At this point you should be in a position to measure and
monitor the metrics with minimal input from Jaquie Scammell.

Moving through the stages

As you can see there is much involved in shifting mindsets in your people
and depending on our starting point, commitment and other factors that
impact the implementation plan we will go at a pace that works for you.
12 months is a typical timeline however some companies have completed
their steps in 9 months and they are off and running.
The preparation
Before we begin its critical that we have the right foundations laid first.
Download the FREE customer service mindset starter kit to get you
underway. Allow 90 minutes and if you are unsure of how to use this kit
just simply call us and we can guide you through it.
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Schedule your Service
Mindset Discovery
Session today
Are you interested in organising an in-house program for your leadership team.
My vision is for businesses to develop a service culture that goes beyond their
individual businesses and one that can positively change this world.
Let’s start by creating a service mindset in leaders first... and watch the DNA
spread throughout your culture.
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